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Building Conservation Winner 
Hazeleigh Hall, Hazeleigh 

Building Conservation Highly Commended 
Plume Library, Maldon 

Photograph © Historic England 

Design Winner 
High House, Burnham-on-Crouch 

Design Highly Commended 
The Old Post Office, Langford 
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BUILDING CONSERVATION WINNER 
Hazeleigh Hall, Hazeleigh 
This award is for the renovation of a grade II listed timber-framed manor 
house. Dating from the 16th century, the house retains numerous features of 
interest, including Elizabethan moulded-mullion windows and wall paintings. It 
was acquired by Mr and Mrs Harle in 2017, who instructed conservation 
architects Purcell to design a scheme of extension and refurbishment. The 
fact the house was once much larger provided justification for a tasteful oak-
framed extension. Evidence within the attic for lost plaster and panelling 
showed that this space was originally a ‘long gallery’, a popular feature of 
high-status Elizabethan and Jacobean houses, used for entertaining guests 
and exercise. The attic has been brought back into use as a master bedroom, 
with lime plaster and some panelling reinstated to reflect the original 
arrangement. Most of the building work – including the restoration of a 
decayed mullion window – was undertaken by Essex Oak Frame Ltd. New 
panelling was made by Kevin Gribble of Maeldune Joinery, while further 
fittings were supplied by Simon Houlding Upholstery. The judges were 
extremely impressed by this project, which has breathed new life into an 
important historic building. They admired the way in which the scheme was 
informed by a detailed analysis of the building’s history and significance, and 
that important features have been carefully retained.  
 
 
 
  
 

The rear (east) elevation of Hazeleigh Hall with new extensions to the left 
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The attic has been brought back into use as a master bedroom. Panelling has been reinstated on 
the north gable wall. The original plaster and painted shield crests have been retained. A 16th-

century moulded-mullion window has been repaired. 

Sketch mock-up by Tim Howson illustrating 
the original arrangement of plaster and 

panelling in the attic, when it was used as a 
long gallery 

The attic of Hazeleigh Hall prior to 
refurbishment, showing evidence for 

removed plaster and panelling 
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The arms of Giles Aleyn and his wife Sara 
Skory – who owned and occupied Hazeleigh 

Hall in the late-16th century – painted onto 
plaster in the attic long gallery  

A late-16th-century moulded window mullion 
temporarily removed for repair by Essex Oak 
Frame Ltd. The decayed external half of the 

mullion was renewed in new oak  

One of the refurbished rooms at Hazeleigh Hall with new panelling and a Tudor-
style fireplace 
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From left to right: Bob Boyce, Chairman of Maldon District 
Council; Sue White, Chair of the judging panel; Zoe Harle, 

owner of Hazeleigh Hall; Kevin Gribble, joiner  
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BUILDING CONSERVATION HIGHLY 
COMMENDED 
Plume Library, Maldon 
Dating from the 1690’s, this building is an exceptionally rare example of a 
17th-century purpose-built library. It was erected to house Dr Thomas Plume’s 
collection of over 8,000 books, which he bequeathed to his hometown. This 
award is for extensive repair work, including external masonry repairs and the 
complete renewal of an old lath-and-plaster ceiling. The work had to be 
undertaken urgently as the ceiling was at risk of collapsing onto the important 
collection of books and paintings. To facilitate the renovation, staff and 
volunteers carefully packed the collection before it was transported to safe 
storage at the Essex Records Office by a specialist removal company. The 
repairs were overseen by the conservation architect David Whymark and 
completed by Lodge and Sons builders with structural advice from The Morton 
Partnership. Breathable sheep’s wool insulation was laid in the attic, panelling 
was repaired, guttering and drainpipes were renewed, and an enhanced fire 
detection system was introduced to better protect the collection. 
 
The Partners for this project were the Thomas Plume’s Library Trust, who are 
responsible for the collection, and Maldon Town Council, who are the current 
owners of the Plume Building. The cost of the entire project was £211k, which 
was met by external grant funding (£120.6k) from Historic England, Headley 
Trust, Pilgrim Trust and the Aurelius Trust; Maldon Town Council contributed 
£42k and the Plume Library Trust £5k and through its ‘Sponsor a Shelf 
Scheme’ £9k.   
 
The judges were full of praise for this project, which has secured the long-
term conservation of an important part of Maldon’s heritage. They admired the 
use of appropriate traditional materials and techniques, and the way in which 
the logistical challenge of removing and reinstating the books had been met. 
 

The interior of the Plume Library. Photograph © Historic England 
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The interior of the library following removal of the 
defective ceiling 

Survey drawings of the late-17th-century roof 
structure by Tim Howson 

Lime plaster being applied to oak laths 
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From left to right: Andrew Lay, Mayor of Maldon, Jane 
Coleman, Maldon Town Clerk, Bob Boyce, Chairman of 

Maldon District Council; Sue White, Chair of the judging panel  
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DESIGN WINNER 
High House, Burnham on Crouch 
This award is for the restoration and extension of a grade II listed brick house 
dating from the late-18th century. Originally developed as a pair of semi-
detached houses, which were later combined into a single dwelling, the 
building’s original symmetrical form had been obscured by ungainly front and 
side 20th-century extensions. The owners, Mr and Mrs Robertson, with their 
architectural consultant, Nigel Chapman Associates, took the bold decision of 
seeking to remove the later extensions to restore the original form of the 
frontage. This positive recreation of part of the building’s original design was 
used as justification for a relatively large rear extension.  The three-storey 
extension matches the gambrel roof-form and materials of the frontage. The 
comprehensive renovation included installing new timber windows with 
discreet slim-profile double-glazed units. Mr Robertson acted as the main 
contractor for the project and local trades and suppliers were used as much 
as possible. 
 
 
The judges admired the bravery of the owners in unpicking such major later 
alterations. In particular, the panel felt the design of the frontage had been 
considerably improved and that the complementary style and materials of the 
rear extension has resulted in a cohesive and harmonious composition. They 
also complemented the way in which the bricks from the dismantled ranges 
were recycled to good effect in the walls and floor of the new rear extension. 
The quality of materials and execution – including cast-iron rainwater goods, 
clay tiles by Lifestiles and a new oak staircase – was noted to be 
exceptionally high.  
 
 
 

High House in 2015, prior to restoration High House in October 2022, after restoration. Later front 
and side extensions have been removed to re-establish the 

building’s original form. 
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High House in 2018, prior to extension High House in October 2022, following extension 

The kitchen within the new rear extension. The floor bricks were recycled from the dismantled 20th-century 
extensions 
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 Stuart and Martine Robertson, the owners of High House 
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DESIGN HIGHLY COMMENDED 
The Old Post Office, Langford 
This award is for the renovation and extension of a house in the Langford 
Conservation Area. Dating from early in the 19th century, the property was for 
many years the village post office. Later in the 20th century it was considerably 
altered, including the introduction of unsympathetic plastic windows. This 
award is for the refurbishment and extension of the house for its owners, Mr 
and Mrs Truman. The plastic windows were replaced by high-quality painted 
timber windows by Welsted Joinery of South Woodham Ferrers. Subservient 
side and rear extensions were added, clad in timber weatherboarding in 
reference to the previous finish of the house. The judges were particularly 
impressed by the workmanship and execution of the project, including a 
handsome new oak staircase. The architectural consultants were Andrew 
Stevenson Associates. The main contractor was S J Morris.  
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An early-20th-century photograph of The Old 
Post Office. © Irene Allen and Patrick Chaplin 

The house in 2020 

The Old Post Office in October 2022 
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From left to right: Andrew Stevenson, Andrew Stevenson 
Associates, Kevin Wright, Andrew Stevenson Associates, Bob 

Boyce, Chairman of Maldon District Council; Sue White, Chair of the 
judging panel; Carly Truman, owner of the Old Post Office 
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This year’s judging panel  
 

From left to right: Kevin Bruce, local historian; Joe Bispham, Essex Regional Group of the 
Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings; Peter Burton, Burnham History Society; Brian 
Haydon, Cold Norton Parish Council; Sue White, Chair of the Judging Panel; Richard Evans, 

local architect; David Smye, Maldon Society 
 


